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Introduction 

 The body  physiological responses to the             

exercise paradigms rely on the exercise volume (or pace rate) 

and exercise duration. During exercise the glycolysis , fat 

metabolisms and oxygen consumption increase to meet 

exercise demands that is accompanied with enhanced cardiac 

and respiratory systems workouts . The body temperature is 

also dramatically will raise. Depending on the exercise 

intensity rates ,there are some physical stress on bones and 

musculature systems [1]. 

 Performing exercises (i.e walking,   running ,cycling) 

in higher level of volume may increase the body stamina and 

improve the overall fitness. In this relation , several studies 

showed that vagarious exercises can lead to faster workouts 

in daily tasks as the body segments and systems depending 

on the induvial unique capacities can adapt to the different 

physiological conditions. For example, it has been suggested 

that executing vigorous exercise is good for disable or elderly 

populations as it make them to be more active. It is  believed 

that working on higher intensity of their abilities would cause 

this frail individual to perform more movements over time , 

although  necessary cautions such as the amount of applied 

exercise intensity are required to take into account at these 

occasions [2,3]. 

 Some other evidences recommended that vigorous 

exercise such as brisk walking can result in some health 

benefits such as enhancing weight loss, increasing more 

mechanical stress on muscle and bones to strengthen 

musculoskeletal system in spite of higher level of muscle 

soreness [4]. Although ,generally not all individual can walk 
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too fast or are able to perform any intensive exercise ,so that 

performing vagarious exercise cannot be developed to all 

people as different induvial have non-identical physical 

abilities in physiologically terms. This is because the 

tolerated exercise volume (or speed rate) during various 

mode of exercises                        is different between 

induvial .Resultantly ,every person has one unique peak 

exercise performance capability. Further ,there are some 

kind of specific people such patients with cardiovascular 

(CVD) difficulties who  are not able to perform exercise 

in high level of intensities as their health statues can be 

at more risks at that condition [5]. This type of people 

can manage their health condition with executing 

moderated kind of exercise modalities (i.e. mild walking 

at slow pace) to stay healthy with more care . Regular 

exercise like 10-15 min walking regimen per each day 

can be beneficial for CVD patients. 

More Importantly, the Question Which Can Come Up ,is 

that what Really are the Side - Effect of Preforming the 

Vigorous Exercises in Long-Term ?  

 Some experts assume that the side- effects of 

vagarious exercise or over - training are pretty serious. 

Irritably, losing of appetite are primarily                      

negative - effects of vigorous which can lead to the poor 

or inability to complete the related workouts or task 

performances .Other adverse clinical outcomes are 

fatigue, aching muscles and lethargy [6]. 

 The constant vagarious exercise can affect bone 

frames. Intense exercise loads can increase strain on 

some particular bones such as back and in part spine 

areas and can cause risk of disk compression.  

Strenuous exercise also can increase an abnormal tilt of 

the pelvis or hip bones which can lead to the hip 

fractures and thus disabilities in final stage [7]. Although 

choosing the type of exercise in this regards is an 

important determinant. 

 However, the people competencies at different 

exercise domains are vary. Some people hereditary are 

born to work hard at different aspects and so there are 

always some exceptions in various areas  such those 

high level elites as they have many different skills and 

expertise but not all people are the same [8,9]. 

Therefore, it seems performing moderate type of 

exercise is better choice for ordinary people since 

vigorous exercises are not suit for all . The simplest type 

of moderate exercise is walking which can be performed 

in any locations without any specific physical or 

economical costs .  
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